MOBILE UNIVERSAL TRAILER TESTERS

#8700 ALPHA MUFF+ (-1 in. Round) Quick, multi test trailer tester with all needles calibrated, good for fields, small businesses, and workshops.

#9004A SMART MUFF+ (1-8 in. Round) Fully portable light-duty trailer tester designed for trailer maintenance.

#8004M SMART MUFF+ ROLL CAGE (4-8 in. Round) Lightweight trailer tester for lights and brakes.

#9008-SE SMART MUFF+ BASE MODEL (4-8 in. Round) Lightweight, portable trailer tester.

#9008-SE SMART MUFF+ BASE MODEL (4-8 in. Round) Lightweight, portable trailer tester.

#9007M SMART MUFF+ ROLL CAGE (4-8 in. Round) Lightweight trailer tester for lights and brakes.

#9008-DL SUPER MUFF+ (6 in. Round) Advanced, computer-controlled diagnostic trailer tester.

#9008-DL SUPER MUFF+ (6 in. Round) Advanced, computer-controlled diagnostic trailer tester.

#9107A ELECTRIC BRAKE FORCE METER (2-8 in. Round) Dynamic, load sensing, hydraulic on/off testers for all types of trailer equipment.

#9102 HEAVY RANGER MUFF+ (2-8 in. Round) Commercial trailer灯光 and electric brake tester for heavy-duty trailer applications.

#9101 LIGHT RANGER MUFF+ (2-8 in. Round) Portable, high-pressure tester for medium-duty trailer applications.

#9200 TACTICAL TRAILER TESTER FIELD KIT Test and clean fine circuits on all trailer and trucks in North America.

#9200 TACTICAL TRAILER TESTER FIELD KIT Test and clean fine circuits on all trailer and trucks in North America.

All of our testers include various accessories. For our full list of product accessories, please visit our website or call us at 845-679-4500.

TIRE MAINTENANCE

#8066C TIRE PRESSURE EQUALIZER SYSTEM A compact, lightweight system for balancing tire pressure.

#9062C TRIP COMPUTER Deluxe computer with tire tear-up, tire pressure, and other features.

#9067-9068 COMPARATOR Quick and easy to use, the Comparator allows you to compare tire pressure at any time.

#8070F DYE EXHAUST FLUID TRANSFER SYSTEM All-in-one solution for transferring diesel.

#9071 DYE EXHAUST FLUID TRANSFER SYSTEM (150 in.) A quick and easy solution for transferring diesel.

#9076A DYE EXHAUST FLUID TRANSFER SYSTEM (50 in.) A compact, lightweight system for transferring diesel.

#9078A DYE EXHAUST FLUID TRANSFER SYSTEM (20 in.) A compact, lightweight system for transferring diesel.

WARRANTY/CUSTOMER SERVICE:

IPA® upholds a 24-Hour Repair or Replace Warranty policy to ensure that you are never without your IPA® product for long. Our service team is trained to respond quickly to meet the needs of the distributor, franchisee, salesperson, and the end customer who is using our product.